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The Jonard Tools CC-2721, CC-2721WS, CC-5442 Cable Caddies are is made of 7/8” (22 mm) diameter tubular steel and features 
the following:

• Sturdy steel construction with dual leg chains for increased stability and longer life
• Easy setup by just placing cable caddy on the floor, removing the cotter pin, and loading the reel
• Slip-resistant rubber feet to prevent the caddy from slipping while also protecting floors from damage
• Portable and compact design to make it easy to store and move around job sites
• CC-2721 & CC2721WS are able to hold cable reels weighing up to 100 lb (45.4 kg) and measuring up to 17” (43.2 cm) wide and 

20” (50.8 cm) in diameter while the CC-5442 holds up to two 12” (30.48 cm) simultaneously weighing a total of 100 lb (45.4 kg)
• CC-2721WS includes: wheels and a strap to make this caddy portable and easy to move around job sites

SPECIFICATIONS CC-2721 CC-2721WS CC-5442

STYLE Standard With Wheels and Pull Strap Double Deck

OVERALL WIDTH 21” (53.3 cm) 21” (53.3 cm) 21” (53.3 cm)

OVERALL HEIGHT 27” (68.6 cm) 28” (71.1 cm) 27” (68.6 cm)

SPOOL ROD DIAMETER 5/8” (15.88 mm) 5/8” (15.88 mm) 5/8” (15.88 mm)

MAXIMUM SPOOL WIDTH 20” (50.8 cm) 20” (50.8 cm) 17” (43.2 cm)

MAXIMUM SPOOL DIAMETER 17” (43.2 cm) 17” (43.2 cm) 20” (50.8 cm)

MAXIMUM SPOOL WEIGHT 100 lb (45.4 kg) 100 lb (45.4 kg) 100 lb (45.4 kg)

WEIGHT 8 lb (3.6 kg) 9.3 lb (4.2 kg) 8.9 lb (4.03 kg)

UPC # 811490016941 811490018549 810053350263

CC-2721 CC-2721WS CC-5442
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